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Abstract
Recently, several works have shown that fine-tuning a multi-
lingual model of speech representation (typically XLS-R) with
very small amounts of annotated data allows for the develop-
ment of phonemic transcription systems of sufficient quality to
help field linguists in their efforts to document the languages
of the world. In this work, we explain how the quality of these
systems can be improved by a very simple method, namely inte-
grating them with a language model. Our experiments on an en-
dangered language, Japhug (Trans-Himalayan/Tibeto-Burman),
show that this approach can significantly reduce the WER,
reaching the stage of automatic recognition of entire words.
Index Terms: speech recognition, human-computer interac-
tion, computational paralinguistics

1. Introduction
Fine-tuning a multilingual language representation (be it writ-
ten or spoken) such as the one uncovered by wav2vec [1] from
raw speech or by mBERT [2] from texts, is today at the core of
many workflows in speech recognition (and, more broadly, in
Natural Language Processing). It is widely considered to be the
most promising way to develop NLP and speech systems be-
yond the thirty or so languages (representing only 0.5 % of the
world’s linguistic diversity) for which there are large amounts
of annotated data [3].

In this work we explain how this approach can be used to
develop a phonemic transcription system for the documentation
of “under-documented”, “under-resourced” languages (mostly
endangered and unwritten), taking as examples Japhug, an en-
dangered language of the Trans-Himalayan (Sino-Tibetan) fam-
ily. Our approach is part of a recent trend [4, 5] to develop tran-
scription systems by using neural network methods to help field
linguists in their language documentation work.

The method proposed here is very simple: it consists in
plugging a neural phoneme recognizer, built by fine-tuning the
representation of XSL-R [1], a multilingual wav2vec model
into a simple count-based language model. The use of a lan-

guage model provides soft constraints that help correct the pre-
dictions of a neural phoneme recognizer and thus overcome the
small volume of data available in the context of language doc-
umentation. Using an approach that relies on the combination
of two models (one of which is not even based on a neural net-
work) may seem to go against the grain, as the current trend is
more towards end-to-end approaches. However, the specifici-
ties of the task motivating this work (and in particular the size
of the corpus involved) justifies the use of methods that can be
learned from very little data.

The contribution of this work is threefold:
1. we evaluate the relevance of approaches consisting in

fine-tuning a generic speech representation to develop
speech recognition systems on Japhug, which, as we ex-
plain in § 2, offers a particularly challenging and interest-
ing testbed both to evaluate the capabilities of these rep-
resentations and to better understand their inner working;

2. our experiments show that it is possible to develop
speech recognition systems of sufficient quality to help
fieldworkers documenting endangered languages and to
be of use to the speaker communities (the users of mi-
nority languages);

3. by measuring the impact of integrating a count-based
language model with a neural network trained on cor-
pora of different sizes, we are able to better understand
the information that a neural network is able to extract
from raw signal, a task that motivates a lot of work [6].

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
introduce the task motivating this work: the development of au-
tomatic transcription systems to help linguists working on the
documentation of endangered languages. We aim to convey a
feel for the interest of this task for the speech recognition com-
munity at large. In Section 3 we describe a first transcription
system that relies on fine-tuning a wav2vec model and we
highlight the limitations of this approach when the volume of
data is low. Finally, in Section 4, to overcome these limits, we
introduce an extension of this approach in which the phoneme
recognizer is plugged into a simple language model.



2. Language documentation: a task that
presents major challenges for NLP

Automatic Speech Recognition of “minority”, “under-
resourced” languages is not only extremely important for the
field of language documentation [7, 8, 9]: it also raises various
scientific challenges [10, 11]. Specifically, this area constitutes
a particularly interesting test bed for evaluating and analyzing
the properties of unsupervised language representations
uncovered by neural networks such as wav2vec. In particular:

• the amount of data available for such languages is very
small: for instance, of the 197 languages in the Pangloss
Collection [12], which hosts audio recordings in various
languages of the world (most of them endangered), only
44 corpora contain more than one hour of recordings.
There is therefore a need for speech recognition methods
that require as little training data as possible.

• Endangered/little-described languages have structural
features of their own, which may be widely different
from those of the languages routinely taken into ac-
count in the work of the speech processing community.
It has even been argued that highly elaborate linguistic
structures and typological oddities are more likely to be
found in minority languages, for sociolinguistic reasons
[13, 14]. For example, Japhug has a degree of mor-
phosyntactic complexity that is particularly impressive,
especially in view of its areal context [15]. Knowing
whether models pre-trained on the most common lan-
guages (and more generally the neural architectures used
for these languages) are also able to correctly represent
languages in all their diversity would (i) help out with
the modeling of these languages and (ii) improve our un-
derstanding of these models (e.g. by identifying which
features of the signal are captured and which are not).

• Speakers of minority languages frequently use words (or
multi-word expressions, or even entire sentences) from
other languages — typically the majority language of the
country, or of the area [16, 17]. The presence of vari-
ous loanwords, as well as cases of code-switching in the
recordings, are a challenge for the automatic transcrip-
tion of linguistic fieldwork data.

3. Using wav2vec as an acoustic model
To build our first phonemic transcription system we followed
the (now well-established) approach of fine-tuning a generic
speech representation to our task. We will start by describing
the generic representation we used, then proceed to set out the
fine-tuning stage in some detail.

The wav2vec model wav2vec [1] is a transformer-
based model that allows to automatically build a language-
independent, ‘generic’ representation of the signal from raw au-
dio files (i.e. without any supervision information). Since the
model only uses information coming from the signal, it falls
into the category of “accoustic models”. The model allows to
associate each signal frame to a vector capturing relevant in-
formation from the signal, which can then be used as input to
another neural network to perform a task (e.g. speech recog-
nition or speaker identification). These representations can be
learned from a corpus containing data in several languages in
order to learn a multilingual representation that can encode data

from any language. The multilingual aspect of these represen-
tations is particularly appealing because it opens the possibility
of developing speech recognition systems for the languages that
constitute the focus of fieldwork language documentation tasks:
languages for which there is no available corpus of sufficient
size to train a neural representation from scratch.

In our experiments, we used the XSL-R multilingual
model1 trained in an unsupervised way on a corpus of
56,000 hours of recordings in 53 languages, and we used the
HuggingFace API [18] to use and fine-tune it.

Application to phoneme prediction To develop a phonemic
transcription system, we simply fine-tune a wav2vecmodel on
a corpus made of speech utterances associated to their phone-
mic transcription. The use of CTC loss function spares us from
having to explicitly specify an alignment at the phonemic level
and we can directly use the annotations that are collected to doc-
ument a language and that are accessible in open archives such
as the Pangloss Collection, with time codes at the level of the
sentence (each typically corresponding to less than 10 seconds
of audio signal).

More precisely, as wav2vec makes prediction at the char-
acter level, the sequences to be predicted are made up directly
of the phonemic transcriptions, including the spaces separating
words as well as the punctuation marks. We apply a very simple
preprocessing step consisting only in deleting some comments
of the field worker who annotated the data (that are all between
brackets) and in adding spaces before the punctuation marks.
This last step allows a more reliable evaluation of the predic-
tion quality and, more importantly, the integration of a language
model, as we will see in Section 4.

Considering word boundaries as a label that has to be pre-
dicted by the transcription system is a novelty of our work and
aims at allowing the system to recognize words directly. In
state-of-the-art systems, the labels considered by the system
consist solely of the phonemes of the language, so that the sys-
tem predicts a continuous flow of phonemes without trying to
identify word boundaries (which are removed during training,
and are thus unavailable to the model). Word boundaries are in-
dependently predicted later on by applying a system specifically
designed for this task [19]. Our approach makes it possible to
dispense with this second step.

Note that our system predicts the characters that make up
the phonemes, rather than predicting directly the phoneme as a
unit. Thus, the phoneme /úùh/, noted by a trigraph ú+ù+h, corre-
sponds to three different predictions. As shown by our previous
experiments [5], this method obviates the need for an explicit
list of all the phonemes of a language (without affecting the
quality of predictions).

3.1. A phonemic transcription system for Japhug

We use the approach described in the previous paragraph to train
a phonemic transcription system for Japhug. More precisely,
we extract from the Pangloss Collection [12] a corpus contain-
ing 3 hours of audio recordings manually transcribed and seg-
mented into utterances.2 We use 90% of this corpus as a train-

1This model is named facebook/wav2vec2-large-xlsr-53
in Hugging Face API.

2To facilitate replication of the experiments, the Japhug corpus is
made available as a Huggingface dataset: https://huggingface.
co/datasets/BenjaminGalliot/pangloss It is also avail-
able from Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
5521111



CER WER
train set

size full no punct. full no punct.

1h30 18.2 ± 2.6 13.6 ± 2.2 50.1 ± 5.9 41.3 ± 3.7

3h 13.6 ± 3.5 8.6 ± 2.4 35.7 ± 8.8 26.7 ± 4.6

6h 13.0 ± 3.4 7.7 ± 2.3 33.0 ± 3.7 22.0 ± 8.5

Table 1: CER and WER averaged over all the stories of our test
set for different train set sizes.

ing set and the remaining 10% as a validation set. This corpus is
much larger than the corpora usually gathered for documenting
a language (Japhug is an exception in this respect since nearly
32 hours of data have been collected, annotated and are freely
available3). We use the validation set to tune the various hyper-
parameters (in particular: the learning rate, the learning rate
schedule, the batch size, and the various drop-out parameters).
All the results reported in this section have been achieved by
the model with the best CER on the validation set. We also
consider, as a point of comparison, a corpus of 1.5 hour (cor-
responding to a more realistic size for linguistic documentation
tasks) and a corpus of 6 hours that provides a topline.

The performance of our model is evaluated on 11 held-
out narratives (stories) corresponding to 45 minutes of audio
recording. To get as close as possible to “real” evaluation con-
ditions, we consider, as input, only the raw audio files and not
their manual segmentation into sentences. These files were seg-
mented using a voice activity detection algorithm4 that detects
silences of 100 ms using a threshold of 60 dB. In the same vein,
we also decided to predict all the information annotated by the
field linguist including word boundaries, punctuation marks and
a special symbol used to single out Chinese loanwords in ro-
manized transcription (Pinyin).

This experimental setting significantly departs from the
usual evaluation of machine learning systems in which test sets
are randomly selected at the utterance level. Choosing this set-
ting complicates the task of a system based on machine learning
since test examples may different from training examples. Each
story bears on a different topic, so that the blend of lexical items
differs notably from one story to another. The recording condi-
tions may also be different from story to story. (Not to mention
the theoretical possibility that the annotations produced by the
linguist could vary over the years, adding to the – relative – in-
ner complexity of the corpus.) However, we believe that this
way of evaluating the system is closer to the use that will be
made of the system than an evaluation based on a test corpus
sampled from the same corpus as the training data. We there-
fore consider that ‘story-fold’ splitting of data yields a more
reliable picture of the quality of the system.

Table 1 reports the quality of the automatic phonemic tran-
scription predicted by wav2vec on the narratives considered in
our test set, as evaluated by both the character error rate (CER)
and the word error rate (WER). To make the comparison with
earlier results easier, we have systematically computed these
two metrics (i) directly on the outputs of our systems (which,
unlike many state-of-the-art systems, predict punctuation signs
and word boundaries) and also (ii) after removing all punctua-
tion marks from references and predictions.

Results reported in Table 1 show that our phoneme recog-
nizer already achieves very good performance. Even though the
quality of the automatic transcriptions varies greatly from one

3https://pangloss.cnrs.fr/corpus/Japhug?mode=
pro&lang=en

4We used the VAD algorithm implemented in libROSA [20].

text to another, the number of corrections required is on aver-
age very low. However, it should be noted that punctuation is
very badly predicted. It appears safe to hypothesize that the
poor results on punctuation have to do with the ‘hard’ chunk-
ing of audio files. We use silent pauses to cut the audio signal
into chunks fed into the speech recognizer, thereby obfuscating
information that is relevant for predicting punctuation.

A clear trend emerges from the results reported in Table 1:
the quality of predictions at the character level (i.e. the CER)
is significantly better than at the word level (i.e. the WER), es-
pecially when the punctuation is not taken into account. This
observation does not come as a surprise: the number of char-
acters is much higher than the number of words and the impact
of a mispredicted character (which systematically results in a
word-level error) is therefore much stronger on the WER than
on the CER. The results suggest, however, that most errors are
very “local” (i.e. it is rare for a word to have more than one mis-
predicted character) and that it is possible to correct wav2vec
predictions, which are made at the character level, by includ-
ing higher-level constraints on the words: by building on a dic-
tionary or a language model, for instance. This observation,
confirmed by a qualitative analysis of the prediction, is the mo-
tivation for the method we describe in the next section.

Impact of the training set size Results reported so far are
achieved with a model trained on a corpus of 3 hours of anno-
tated data. To quantify the impact of the training set size, we
have also reported in Table 1 the performances (evaluated in the
same conditions as before) achieved by models trained on cor-
pora of 1.5 hour and 6 hours. 1.5 hour is a realistic size for
linguistic documentation tasks. As expected, the performance
improves with training corpus size, but the gains achieved by
adding 3 hours of training data may seem small in view of the
corresponding annotation effort.5

4. Integration with a language model
Approach The idea of combining the predictions of an acous-
tic model with higher level constraints (typically a language
model) is almost as old as the concept of speech recognition it-
self. Instantiating this principle in the case of an acoustic model
estimated by wav2vec is straightforward since this model pre-
dicts a phoneme lattice defining for each frame of the input
signal a probability distribution over the set of labels it pre-
dicts. Even if this combination raises some technical issues
(mainly related to the handling of the blank token ϵ introduced
by CTC to account for frames not producing a label and for
repeated characters in the output sequence), there are now sev-
eral implementations that allow for plugging a neural acous-
tic model into a language model. In this work we have used
pyctcdecode,6 a CTC beam search decoder that finds the
sequence of phonemes that maximizes a linear combination of
the language model score and the acoustic model score.7

In all our experiments we consider a standard n-gram lan-
guage model estimated from phonemic transcription using mod-
ified Kneser-Ney smoothing as implemented in KenLM [21].

5As a rule of thumb: producing 3 hours of transcriptions in an en-
dangered language can take skilled transcribers and their consultants
about 80 to 300 hours of work, depending on familiarity with the topic
and level of detail of annotation.

6https://github.com/kensho-technologies/
pyctcdecode

7The weights of this linear combination are chosen to minimize the
WER on the validation set.



We train two language models considering as training data tran-
scriptions pre-processed in the same way as the training data of
the acoustic model. The first one, referred to as small in what
follows, is trained on the same exact data as the acoustic model.
The second one, large, is trained on a corpus corresponding
to 10 hours of audio recordings (8,400 sentences and 94,082 to-
kens) containing the data used for the training of the acoustic
model. The purpose of the large model is to quantify the use-
fulness of including additional data, which are intuitively easier
to obtain because these sentences do not necessarily have to be
aligned with the audio signal, and need not even be transcribed
from extant audio (but could, if necessary, be produced through
automatic text generation or various data augmentation tech-
niques [22]). The small model will allow us to put to the test
our intuition about the usefulness of adding a language model.

Results Table 2 reports the performance achieved by our ap-
proach for the various language models and acoustic models
considered. These results show that, in line with our intuition,
the inclusion of a language model systematically improves the
quality of the automatic transcriptions at the word-level. This
improvement is even very strong (up to 10 points with the
“large” language model) when the acoustic model is trained on
a small corpus. It should however be noted that the results in
terms of CER are worse with a language model than without. A
likely explanation is that cases where the language model mis-
identifies a word result in several character substitutions which
are then reflected in a stark increase in CER. Another finding
is that, the larger the training set for the acoustic model, the
smaller the improvements gained by using a language model
down the line. As expected, performance improvement is more
important when the “large” language model is used, probably
showing the impact of the LM coverage: the vocabulary of the
“small” LM consists in 2, 120 words when 1,5 hours of audio
data are considered8 while the “large” LM has a vocabulary of
9,165 words.

To sum up, inclusion of a language model (even of small
size) seems useful for corpora of small sizes, such as those typ-
ically used for newly documented minority languages.

Our experiments also show that, counter-intuitively, rep-
resentations uncovered by Transformer-based models fail to
capture all the contextual information that could be extracted
from training data: despite the self-attention mechanism,
which makes it possible to build contextualized representations,
wav2vec representations are not able to capture the informa-
tion of neighboring letters, which can be easily taken into ac-
count by soft-constraints such as the ones provides by a simple
count-based language model.

5. Conclusion
We have shown, in this work, how the performance of a
neural phonemic recognizer built by fine-tuning a wav2vec
model can be improved by plugging it into a simple count-
based language model, even if the latter is estimated on a very
small corpus. Our experiments on an endangered language,
Japhug (Trans-Himalayan/Tibeto-Burman), show that this ap-
proach can significantly reduce the WER, reaching the stage
of automatic recognition of entire words. If the quality of the
transcriptions predicted by our system is already sufficient to
help linguists in their language documentation work, the per-

8There are, respectively, 3, 973 and 6, 670 words in the 3h and 6h
LM vocabulary.

CER WER
train set

size full no punct. full no punct.

no LM
1h30 18.2% 13.6% 50.1% 41.3%

3h 13.6% 8.6% 35.7% 26.7%
6h 13.0% 7.7% 33.0% 22.0%

small LM
1h30 21.3% 13.0% 47.2% 35.7%

3h 16.2% 8.1% 33.0% 23.5%
6h 16.2% 7.2% 31.1% 19.4%

large LM
1h30 20.6% 12.7% 46.4% 31.0%

3h 17.1% 8.3% 34.1% 22.9%
6h 16.5% 7.3% 31.9% 19.2%

Table 2: CER and WER averaged over all the stories of our test
set when decoding with a Language Model.

formances (in terms of WER) are still far from those achieved
for languages with large corpora. Whether these transcriptions
are of sufficient quality to be of use to the speaker communities
is still an open question we plan to address in our future work.
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